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Although inspired by John Ford’s classic Technicolor VistaVision Western The Searchers (1956) – which 
pitches an ageing John Wayne in a brutal chase after the Native Americans who have kidnapped his daughter 
– Zacharias Kunuk and Natar Ungalaaq's new film Searchers (Maliglutit in Inuktitut) is in canny dialogue with 
the Hollywood iteration of the tale, but distinctive enough to stand on its own. 
 
Relocating Ford’s story to Northern Canada in 1913, the film strips the original down to its bare bones, turning 
a study of American racism, violence and pride into a much more visceral, instantaneous experience, closed 
off from the threat of outsiders and repositioning the narrative as one of chaos and violence within an ultra-
isolated community. 
 
After a particularly violent, aggressive Inuit clan is scolded away by another, the proud men of the tribe 
enact revenge and return to their enemy’s camp at night, killing everyone but two women who they kidnap 
and plan to make their wives. 
 
In Ford’s film, a very similar attack sets off a search that will last several years and turn the searcher of the 
title, John Wayne’s Ethan Edwards, into a man nearly as cruel and violent as the Natives he despises. Such 
reflection on hatred and racism is absent from Kunuk and Ungalaaq’s vision, who shorten the story’s time 
span from several years down to just a few, violent days. The trade-off generates a much more direct and 
breathless portrayal of basic instincts gone wild in an unforgiving territory. 
 
In the almost limitless landscape of glacial countryside, the vengeful rescuer Kuanana (Benjamin Kunuk) can 
easily see his enemies from a distance – the only issue is reaching them in one piece, if at all. Sled dogs help 
him and his teenage son get across vast expanses of white, seemingly unchanging land. Their strength and 
obedience are admirable, the vistas breath-taking, yet the journey remains undeniably strenuous. One of the 
most striking sequences in the film shows the dogs and the men dwarfed by the white expanse of land, 
panting and running side by side, slowly getting from one corner of the frame to the other. This moment 
stands out all the more for its place in a film which veers for the most part away from the traditional beats 
of the Western. 
 
The delicate cinematography of Jonathan Frantz highlights the soft beauty of the landscape just as it does 
its harsh indifference. A profound melancholy permeates the whole film, with hypnotic Inuktitut songs 
offering a few moments of respite, welcome amidst the unrelenting violence. The sorrow at the heart of 
Ford’s film, as it follows a man unwilling to let go, is traded here for that inherent to a fight for survival. 
 
Such despairing moments however never last as Kuanana’s unwavering rage keeps driving the film forward, 
literally through ice and cold. Where Edwards in Ford's film was driven by his deep-seated hatred of the 
other for over five years, Kuanana here is only motivated by his impulsive anger, exacerbated by the difficult 
conditions he lives in. 
 
As such Maliglutit, divorced from a need for obvious characterisation and narrative beats, also possesses a 
unique documentary value. The film grants unprecedented access to the habits and habitats of Inuits in the 
1930s – which were painstakingly re-created for the film – but also to present-day Nunavut, the largest and 
northernmost territory of Canada. Perhaps even more crucially, the film is one of very few to be performed 
entirely in Inuktitut, the language of the Eastern Canadian Inuits, and to feature an entirely Inuit cast. 
 
At once violently epic and aloof, emotional and detached, Maliglutit is an unmissable window into a world 
rarely seen on the cinema screen. 
 


